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Last edited: 3/21/20When you build a website for your business it is important that your design fits the quality of your brand. So when your Wix background size looks good on your desktop but then gets cut off on your mobile phone or tablet it can be quite frustrating. That's why I wanted to create an article that outlines the best practices
for finding that gold ratio, so you don't have to waste your time setting sizes over and over again just to be disappointed. I'll even show you a unique way to add a background image to the title. Spending countless hours on your site instead of growing your business? Cut in the chase and get a free Wix consultation. Answers to your design
needs. Content tableWhat is the size of the website background? How do I get a background image in Wix? What is the best Wix background size image? Bonus: Adding Wix image image image Image captionWhat is the wix size of the website background image? The only way to know if you're doing it right is if you know your actual
image size and find the size of the image as simple as the last step we made. I'll include some quick directions here.1) Click on the I icon on the left side of the editor's menu2) Move the cursor over the image text and then click on My image downloads section.3) Click on the image you'd like to check and then scroll down on the right side
of the section until you see the resolution number. This is your Wix image size. Px means pixels that are online digitally measuring like meters, miles or inches. Now that you know the actual size of the image it's time to compare this with the size of your strip on your site to see if the sizes match. The editor will make sure the toolbar is
displayed by hovering mouse over the Tools tab in the top menu. Make sure the Toolbar option has a tick, and if that happens, you'll see that the toolbar will appear on the right side of the editor. In the section will say size (px) and you will see the dimensions of both the width and height of your band. Now that you have the dimensions of
each you may want to want your image or find an image that will fit your strip on your site. If you choose a larger image, the background image will be cropped. If you choose a smaller image, it will be stretched to fill the strip on your site. Again, it's important to remember that the Wix editor doesn't fully respond and when you size a
browser to smaller sizes. Some autocropping will still happen to your Wix background picture. But there is a new platform being developed under the name X Editor that fully responds and can be designed for any screen size. It's only in beta right now and hasn't been released public at the time of writing. That's why it's incredibly important
not to waste time making changes and editing images if they don't matter. If you're tired of figuring out the details and losing the clock click here to get a get The site is fnished by a professional who has spent time training, so you don't have to. But if you still want to do it yourself, you will need a way to want to want to want to make your
image. How do I get a background image? The best way I found to want to want to get an image is using a free online tool that does it for you. Very easy indeed. There are a few out there and they usually change quite often, but I use resizeimage.net.Their platform will allow you to upload an image, change it and then download the
updated version all in one place. I highly recommend when performing some simple sizes for your images. Wix approves and does, automatically size the image for you, and if you add a smaller image to your site, then it's perfect. But when you add background images, it almost always changes incorrectly. Use an online image-size tool
and then upload to Wix to match your bands. What is the best Wix background size? As mentioned above, the ideal background size of the Wix will depend on several factors, but if you make an image 1520px wide, it will show better at 15 in the monitor when downloaded. Pickle Wix is an excellent resource to find Wix information and its
article mentions setting the background size of your image at least 1920px. The reason is that you will still be able to have a good quality background size and have little pruning as a result. The height will depend on what your lane size is. Once you find the size using the method above, you'll be able to want to size the image accordingly
and reboot to fit your lane. I don't recommend going with the Wix 3000px x 3000px recommendation because of the amount of pruning. Keep in mind these sizes are for the desktop and Wix will autocrop the images on your mobile phone. Editor X is a new construction platform from Wix and has not been released to the public yet, but will
fully respond so you can create your own website for any device. Knowing how to build a site on Wix can save a lot of time. Time to spend better growing your business. Click here to get your site finished quickly and with a professional touch. The move away from design is actually growing your business. Bonus: Adding Wix headline
background ImageAnd while we're at it, why not footer the background image as well! There is currently no option under the headline and foot settings that will allow you to add a background image, but there is a sneaky way if you are looking for this effect for your site. Keep in mind, I'm not sure how this will affect Wix SEO anyway, and
will actually be very interested in figuring out, so if you're reading this and have an idea, please comment below and let me know!1) Click on the icon I'm on the left side of the editor2) Add a strip, we did when adding a background image. Then click on the Stretch icon and then click on the Page button. You should see that your band is
compressed wide to the size of gridlines.3) Make sure your strip is smaller than the size of the header and then drag the strip in in header and as soon as you see attach to the header sign, drop the strip into the header, releasing the mouse. 4) Now change the background image of the Wix band using the method outlined above. 5) Click
on the Stretch icon again and then click on the Screen button. Now you have a wix headline background image! Attach any items to the strip and they will stay in place throughout the site. Follow the same method for footman and you will get the same result. The strips inside the blanks and lackeys may look cool, but they can become
tricky when editing your site if you don't know exactly what you're doing, it's either dealing with a small learning curve or waiting until you're more comfortable with the platform. Always remember the tug-of-war battle between design and functionality and giving your guests the best experience you can in your home online. Conclusion1) Wix
stated that you should upload images to 3000px x 3000px, but you have to keep your Wix background image measuring about 1520px wide, because that's how you get a good picture quality with as little trimming as possible.2) Doing experimentation and trying new things by adding a Wix headline background image, but remember that,
come out of the box you make it harder to measure the boxes.2) Doing experimentation and trying new things by adding a Wix headline background image, but remember that, come out of the box you make it harder to measure the boxes.2) Doing experimentation and trying new things by adding a Wix headline background image, but
remember that, come out of the box you make it harder to measure the boxes. that your problem area.3) Use an online tool to size your images easily. You can also do this with paint or Adobe Photoshop, but also with free online tools. If this article has been helpful and you would like to see more Wix building posts, please contact the
comments, or contact me through this site, or post me to other social media platforms. Getting feedback is the only way to truly understand how I can help and provide the best quality stuff for all of you. Having control of your site is incredibly powerful and that's what makes Wix a great tool for entrepreneurs. But if your site is draining your
time, then you need to hire a professional, delegate what you need, and focus on growing your business. Let your actions become a difference in your business. As a Wix website designer, I often get questions from clients about how to perform certain tasks in Wix. While Wix has a great forum that is filled with answers, it is sometimes
hard to find the most frequently answered questions with one clear, concise answer. These pages explain some of the most common Wix questions that customers ask me. Do I want to want the images to be mig-before downloading to my Wix website to help with the time download? Wix always updates its system to provide the fastest
download time for your Wix website design. There are some tips, however, to keep your site downloading fast. Use JPG Image: (jpg'Joint Photographic Experts Group) One of the biggest recommendations (straight from Wix) is that you use JPG for image files. The JPG format can be served by Wix as Progressive jpgs, which are
downloaded gradually, meaning that they first download low quality and then as the site continues to upload an image image gradually into the best quality. This allows users to see your images faster. When you save your images, keep them at high quality and let Wix do the job. LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TO YOUR HERE: I also
recommend the size of the image the size you plan to use, as even if Wix says it sizes them, if you download a 1000x1000 pixel image that is 1mb and you only plan to use it at 300x300, it would be better to size it up to that size to reduce the overall size of the image file. If you're not sure what size your image is, place the image where
you want it on the page, then click on the Image Settings to view the panel (see example on the left) - at the bottom of the panel there is a width (W) in height (h) of the room to show you the width and height of the pixel size of the image. Image format PNG: (png-Portable Network Graphics) Wix also recommends limiting the use of PNG,
which is a different image format that provides transparency. The PNG format is a loss-free image compression format that allows for different transparency options. For example, you can have a PNG logo with transparency that will allow the background to show through around the logo, unlike THE JPGs, which are background solid.
PNGs are great for this reason as you can have shapes and logos with transparency, so your website background color shows through. However, because PNGs are unprofitable, they are often large files and cannot be serviced gradually, so it's best to use JPG whenever possible. This image shows an opaque JPG compared to a PNG
image file with transparency that shows the background around the shape. Do you have a Wix question? Send it and we'll send you an answer: Downloaded images must be at least 1920 wide for full width scaling images such as bands or backgrounds. Wix auto changes the size of the image on the page depending on the window and
device, but it is still reasonable to keep their size at 1920 pixel max wide regardless of height for the best page speed. Learn more about optimizing images for Wix Smaller Images - size to size used: If you use smaller images on a page, it's best to size them to the size you're using - but it's also good to download larger versions, as well
as for future use of any size if necessary. So you can make two image sizes, one large (1920 x height) and the second, which is optimized for the size used on the page (keep in mind to double the resolution, so if the image appears at 400x200 pixels high on your page, the size of it is at 800x400 pixels, so it will be displayed nicely on
high-resolution monitors/devices). monitors/devices). wix strip background dimensions. wix strip image dimensions. wix strip element dimensions
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